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Abstract
Background The concept of segmental lumbar spine instability is controversial with varying de�nitions.
However, suspicion of instability is used as an indication for vertebral fusion surgery in patients with
lumbar degenerative spondylolisthesis and spinal stenosis. The objectives of this systematic review are
to describe, the de�nitions of segmental instability in the degenerative lumbar spine, in studies of patients
with lumbar spinal stenosis and/or lumbar degenerative spondylolisthesis, involving diagnostic imaging.
And to describe which of the measurable radiological variables used to de�ne instability have been
validated against dynamic �exion-extension radiographs.

Method Systematic review conducted according to the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews
and Meta-Analysis (PRISMA) guidelines. Systematic literature search will be conducted in MEDLINE and
EMBASE databases, supplemented by search in Cochrane Library. International Clinical Trials Registry
Platform Search Portal and ClinicalTrials.gov will be searched for ongoing or recently completed trials.
PROSPERO (International Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews) will be searched before initiating
this review. In addition, a gray literature search will be conducted. Studies eligible for inclusion are clinical
and biomechanical studies on adult patients with degenerative spondylolisthesis and spinal stenosis and
surgical treatment hereof, studies involving diagnostic imaging. We will include studies giving a de�nition
or describing patho-anatomical �ndings of segmental instability or any synonym or antonym hereof. Two
reviewers will independently screen articles, involving a third reviewer as referee. Screening process and
data extraction conducted using Covidence software. Data synthesis presented in results checklist and
systematic narrative synthesis. Data synthesis on secondary objective by contingency table.

Discussion With this systematic review we want to contribute to evidence based treatment planning of
lumbar degenerative spondylolisthesis with spinal stenosis. We also aim to present our result in a
comprehensive manner, to encourage consensus regarding the de�nition of segmental instability.
Registration This protocol was submitted to the International Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews
(PROSPERO) on 29. April 2020, submission ID: 182827

Background
Age related changes in the lumbar spine could be associated with structural alternations affecting the
alignment of the vertebrae.

Lumbar degenerative spondylolisthesis (LDS) is forward slippage of the proximal vertebra over a more
distal vertebra caused by degeneration and weakening of the surrounding structures. This leads to
development of lumbar spinal stenosis (LSS), causing radicular leg pain (neurogenic claudication) with
or without back pain. Surgical treatment with decompression of the neural structures have been shown to
effectively relieve symptoms and improve health-related quality of life(1). However, there are patients who
have a dynamic component to the segmental instability associated with LDS. With radiological signs of
LDS and/or instability, the surgeon may choose to perform a fusion(2, 3). Fusion surgery is a more
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complex procedure, has a higher cost and higher risk of complications than decompression alone(4, 5).
Fusion might also lead to adjacent segment disease.

However, a common indication for reoperation, usually a fusion, following decompression is iatrogenic
instability. The incidence varies in the literature ranging from 0% to 63%(6). Evaluating the risk for
postoperative instability is important in the preoperative patient assessment.

However, the diagnosis or concept of segmental lumbar spine instability is controversial. The �rst study
addressing the term dates back to 1944(7). This and other studies investigated segmental motion on
lateral �exion and extension radiographs, which is still considered the current gold standard(7-9).
However, in spine surgery, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is increasingly the preferred diagnostic
imaging modality, since it is superior to radiograph in demonstration central, thickening of the
ligamentum �avum and facet joint degenerative alterations. Additionally, MRI does not expose the patient
to radiation. Several studies have found MRI characteristics associated with clinical and radiological
instability(2, 10-20). These include facet joint effusion, disc degeneration/height, degenerative
spondylolisthesis, facet joint angle and facet joint morphology.

In 2015, Simmonds et al published a review of studies published from 1990 to 2013 with the primary
objective to identify measurable preoperative radiographic variables to de�ne spinal instability in patients
with degenerative spondylolisthesis(2). According to Simmonds et al, the literature varies in de�nition of
instability in patients with LDS, and the evidence on how to diagnose instability are of low quality(2).

Often studies lack a de�nition of instability or de�ne instability with reference to studies on normal
individuals(2, 6, 10). In general, the criteria for instability varies amongst studies. Guha et al published a
literature review in 2015 presenting 24 studies on degenerative lumbar stenosis to establish the incidence
of iatrogenic instability(6). They found that 10 out of 24 studies reported incidences of postoperative
instability without specifying its de�nition, and the remaining de�ned instability as an increase in sagittal
translation by varying length or percentage(6).

Rationale:

Since lumbar segmental instability is used as an indication for fusion in addition to decompression
alone, there needs to be validated and evidence-based de�nition of instability, like all other diagnostic
tools or tests. In order to facilitate the process, it is necessary to describe the different de�nitions of
instability and the evidence supporting them.

Treatment optimizing approaches for patients with instability require better knowledge of the accuracy of
the diagnostic images that are used in daily clinical practice.

Objectives:

With this systematic review we want to contribute to evidence based treatment planning of lumbar
degenerative spondylolisthesis with spinal stenosis. We also aim to present our result in a comprehensive
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manner, to encourage consensus regarding the de�nition of segmental instability both in daily clinical
setting and in prospective research.

Primary objective

To describe, the de�nitions of segmental instability in the degenerative lumbar spine, in studies of
patients with lumbar spinal stenosis and/or lumbar degenerative spondylolisthesis, involving diagnostic
imaging.

Secondary objective

Which of the measurable radiological variables used to de�ne instability have been validated against
dynamic �exion-extension radiographs?

Methods
Study design

The systematic review conducted according to PRISMA guidelines(21)

This protocol article is conducted following the PRISMA-P guidelines(22, 23). A copy of the PRISMA-P
check list provided (see additional �le 1)(22-24).

Eligibility criteria:

A broad perspective is necessary when developing the search string and eligibility criteria, studies might
de�ne instability without it being a part of the objective or outcome.

Types of studies: We will include the following types of studies: 1) clinical studies regardless of design 2)
biomechanical studies 3) conference abstracts 4) reference programs and guidelines from various
national and international associations and societies with relevance to spine surgery.

We will exclude patient handouts, newspaper articles, audio-video media, legal cases, news and
interviews. Furthermore, we will exclude commentaries, letters and editorials during screening.

We choose to include Epubs ahead of print. There will be no restriction to year of publication.

In the following, the eligibility criteria will be elaborated using the PICO (participants, intervention,
comparators and outcome) elements.

Participants:

We will include studies on patients with lumbar DS and LSS.  We will include adult participants (> 18
years of age) regardless of history of back pain or radiculopathy to avoid bias. Hereby we will not include
“degenerative” or synonyms of the term as a block in the search string.
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We will exclude studies on patients with malignancy or undergoing treatment for malignancy, spinal
fracture patients or scoliosis patients with a Cobb angle > 20 . Furthermore, non-human studies will be
excluded.

Intervention:

We will include studies describing surgical treatment for LDS and LSS involving diagnostic imaging. We
will include studies describing or investigating indicators for fusion surgery for LDS and LSS. 

Surgical treatment meaning surgical decompression of neural structures of the spine or decompression
with fusion of vertebrae. No restrictions in regard to type of decompression or fusion. We will include
studies comparing surgical and nonsurgical treatment of instability and LDS and LSS involving
diagnostic imaging.

Diagnostic imaging for inclusion MRI, computed tomography (CT) scan, CT-myelograms or �exion-
extension or lateral radiographs of the lumbosacral spine. We will include studies on both pre and post-
surgery imaging.

Studies might not specify using diagnostic imaging in the abstract, but it is implied that diagnosing
patients with LDS and LSS requires diagnostic imaging. These studies will be included for full text
screening.

We will include biomechanical studies on segmental instability involving diagnostic imaging.

Studies describing or investigating non-surgical treatment for LDS and LSS will be excluded, regardless
of diagnostic imaging.  

Comparators:

We will include studies comparing indicators of instability between different diagnostic imaging
modalities mentioned above. Including validation and association studies. We will include both
comparative and non-comparative studies.

Outcome:

Since not all studies will state instability as part of the study purpose or as an outcome in the abstract or
title. Studies may, however, still provide a de�nition or description in the full text. The de�nition can be
narrative, qualitative or quantitative.

Of interest are studies that investigate patho-anatomical �ndings and characteristics of instability on
different diagnostic imaging modalities.

We will include studies regardless of stating instability as an outcome.
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Instability has several synonyms and several ways to describe the condition can be found in the
literature. To avoid bias due to terminology the following terms will be accepted: dynamic
spondylolisthesis, slippage, slip, translation, subluxation, segmental or segment motion and abnormal
movement.

Also, of interest are studies investigating the antonym “stability” as a general term.

Studies reporting one or more of the outcomes listed below or surrogates thereof will be included.

Interpretation of MRI, CT-scans and/or radiographs of the lumbar spine, describing:

Intervertebral anterior-posterior or lateral translation/slip/slippage/movement and/or rotation.

Intervertebral disc height and angle

Intervertebral disc degeneration

Degenerative changes in the vertebra, facet joints or intervertebral discs

Facet joint morphology

We exclude studies if no de�nition of instability, or synonym thereof, is given in the full text.

Timing:

There will be no restriction based on the length or lack of follow-up.

Setting:

There will be no restriction by type of setting.

Language:

We will include English, Danish, Norwegian, Swedish.

Information sources and search strategy

Literature search strategies will be developed by block building, using medical subject headings (MeSH)
and exploded when necessary. Floating subheadings used appropriately. Free text and keyword search
with relevant synonyms and antonyms. Search strategy will be developed with assistance of research
librarian a�liated with University Library of Southern Denmark, University of Southern Denmark.

We will search MEDLINE (Ovid SP interface, 1948 and onwards), EMBASE (Ovid SP interface, 1947 and
onwards), Cochrane Library (Wiley interface). As well, International Clinical Trials Registry Platform
Search Portal (ICTRP, World Health Organization) and ClinicalTrials.gov (U.S. National Library of
Medicine) will be searched for ongoing or recently completed trials. PROSPERO (International Prospective
Register of Systematic Reviews, National Institute of Health Research) will be searched for ongoing or
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recently completed systematic reviews. In addition, a gray literature search of relevant national and
international societies of spine surgery and congress or conference proceedings will be conducted.

See Additional �le 2 for proposed strategy to be run in MEDLINE. After adaptation similar structured
search strategies will be designed using syntax and subject headings appropriate for each database
listed above.

Searches to be end conducted May 2020.

No language restriction will be applied to the electronic searches. We will not use any methodological
search �lters since this could lower sensitivity.

Searching other resources

Reference list of all primary studies identi�ed by our search.

Literature selection

Titles and abstracts of all records identi�ed by the search will be initially screened for potential inclusion
by two independent researchers (SFE and GØA). If the study type is unclear from abstract, or no abstract
is available, but the title suggests a potentially relevant study, the full text will be reviewed. A full text of
all the potentially relevant articles will be obtained and a full text screening for �nal inclusion conducted
by same independent researchers (SFE and GØA). Any disagreement will be resolved by discussion and
by a tertiary reviewer (MA), functioning as a referee. To ensure consistency across reviewers, we will
conduct calibration exercises before starting the screening process. Reasons for exclusion will be noted.
If necessary, additional information will be sought form study authors to resolve questions about
eligibility. References are exported to EndNote X9(25) and exported to COVIDENCE software(26).
Screening and selection will be carried out using COVIDENCE. Any duplicates will be excluded. The
process of screening and selection will be documented and reported using PRISMA �owchart(21).

Summary on selected studies included to be presented in Microsoft Word Table (Microsoft O�ce,
Redmond, WA) with the following information: study characteristics as author, year of publication, journal
name, study design, study size and participants characteristics, diagnosis, type of surgery and
assessment pre or post-surgery and outcomes.

Data extraction and management

The data will be extracted by one reviewer (SFE) with veri�cation by second reviewer (MA) to reduce bias
and risk of errors. Before commencement calibration exercises will be performed. A pre-formatted
Microsoft Excel (Microsoft O�ce, Redmond, WA) spreadsheet will be used to extract data form the
studies.

Data presented in a Microsoft Word Table (Microsoft O�ce, Redmond, WA) result checklist customized
for this review (see additional �le 3). Any disagreement to be resolved by discussion with a third reviewer
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as referee (FGS) by unresolved disagreements. By uncertainties, the study author will be contacted by
email, maximum of three attempts.

Outcomes and prioritization

The primary outcome is de�nition of segmental instability. It can be presented as a numeric
measurement or narrative. For the de�nition of instability, any reference to other studies’ or author’s
de�nition of instability is included and if the conclusion states a new de�nition of instability. If data is
presented graphically and no numerical data is presented, the authors will be contacted using the contact
information listed in the article. A maximum of three email attempts will be made to obtain missing
information.

Secondary outcomes are validation of diagnostic measurement used to de�ne instability: inter-examiner
reliability, intra-examiner reliability, intra and inter-reproducibility.

The results checklist table will present extracted data. Measurements will be reported as stated either as
absolute numbers or as relative numbers. If possible, the absolute numbers will be calculated.

Variables in checklist and de�nition:

Study identi�cation from summary table

De�nition: the de�nition of segmental instability stated in the study

Diagnostic imaging: naming the radiological modality used/investigated.

Characteristics: stating the characteristics of the radiological technology.

Patient position: during diagnostic imaging, e.g. supine, prone or standing

Spinal level: number/numbers of vertebrae

Measurement outcomes: which vertebral measurements are stated to be relevant to instability

Method of measuring: keywords describing the method to measure outcomes

Validation data: inter-examiner reliability, intra-examiner reliability, intra and inter-reproducibility

Assessment of methodological quality

Since data extracted for the primary objective of this review are not related to the study design no study
quality assessment necessary.

However, it is relevant to consider risk of bias in relation to the secondary objective. One reviewer will
independently asses risk of bias of the included studies relevant for secondary objective. Veri�cation by
second reviewer. Risk of bias to asses internal validity of each study on outcome level for either
observational studies or randomized controlled trials accordingly. Judgement options will be high, low or
unclear risk of bias.

Calibration exercises to be conducted before assessment start.
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Data synthesis

Data answering primary objective are not expected to be suitable for a quantitative synthesis or meta-
analysis. However, it will be presented in the results checklist. Furthermore, to clarify and illustrate the
result a �ow diagram will be constructed. The �ow diagram will present the interlinked de�nitions and the
cross references (with or without modi�cations). This would also be user friendly to the spine surgeon for
whom this review is intended. Furthermore, a systematic narrative synthesis will be provided with
information supporting the table and �ow diagram and explaining the characteristics and �ndings of the
included studies. 

In regard to the secondary objective data from the result checklist will be isolated and if possible,
presented quantitatively in a contingency table, with �exion – and extension radiographs as gold
standard compared to different radiographic measurements.  

Discussion
The concept of segmental lumbar spine instability is controversial. The literature varies in de�nition of
instability in patients with LDS, and a de�nition is not always reported(2, 6). With this systematic review,
we aim to describe the different de�nitions of instability in the literature and the evidence supporting
them. However, this systematic review will have its limitations.

A de�nition of instability or stability might be given within the full text but not in the abstract or title.
Thereby the study would not necessarily be indexed in the database as being of relevance. It is necessary
to have a broad perspective when developing the search strategy to avoid introducing bias. We are aware
that this strategy will give a low search speci�city. However, a two-step screening process by independent
researchers will help increase the speci�city of the overall review.

Previous review by Simmonds et al(2) chose to limit the time period, but this might eliminate early
important studies. As mentioned, the �rst study on instability dates back to 1944, and we aim to get a full
historical perspective of the concept segmental instability.

An assessment of the risk of bias is an important part of any systematic review(22). However, our primary
objective is not in�uenced by study design, and a critical appraisal of the methodology quality are not
relevant. However, our secondary objective, investigation of validity, can be in�uenced by bias. Therefore,
we chose to incorporate an assessment of risk of bias, when addressing this objective.

It could seem relevant to address reporting bias, since we anticipate that not all studies will give a
de�nition of instability. However, we have chosen to focus on describing the existing de�nitions. An
investigation of the frequency of reporting a de�nition of instability could be an objective for a future
review.

We are con�dent that by constructing a search string in cooperation with a research librarian and by
writing a thorough protocol, we have constructed a solid base for a systematic review that will encourage
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consensus regarding the de�nition of segmental instability both in daily clinical setting and in
prospective research.
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